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Bivi offers it all: a fully-loaded desking  
system minus the complexity. One frame.  
One assembly tool. Countless work-flow  
options. Configure Bivi in minutes. For  
individuals or teams. Sitting or standing.  
Workstations or lounge settings. 

With its many colors, fabrics, and  
accessories, Bivi provides a palette  
of self-expression for every employee.  
And power is conveniently built in.



Designed to Adapt
Fast

 
Enterprises must adapt. Spaces must adapt to 
people and projects. Bivi fits every assignment. 
Like its namesake, bivouac, Bivi can be set up 
and taken down literally in minutes. And there’s 
no need to call a technician. Change your mind 
then change your space.



Bivi Looks As Good
As It Feels
 

Bivi is designed for people who want their  
tools to look as good as they feel. Solid,  
practical, and refined. And you have the  
control. Over the look, the feel, the flow. 





Make Your Space 
Your Own 

When you find something that works, you want 
more. And there’s so much more with Bivi.  
Panels for privacy. Storage for stuff. Racks for 
bikes. Cushioned seats. Arches. A planter.  
A foot shelf. A hood canopy. Step away from 
sameness. Into something distinctively yours.
 



Where Does Talent Want Power? 
Built In
 

One of Bivi’s great strengths is built-in power 
and media options. Lots of them. One-, two-, and 
four-circuit power solutions. Table-top accessory 
powerways. Laptop and large-display mounting 
options. Integrated. Discreet. Convenient.
 



Dual Height
Bivi

Sitting. Standing. Roaming. Dual Height Bivi 
gives your team workflow options. And as the 
team changes, Bivi can too. Effortlessly. With 
Bivi, it’s always up to you. Or down.



Bivi Team Bundles:
One Spec
Done

 
Bivi Team Bundles simplify the  
system even further. The Bivi  
Team Table and Bivi Team Theater 
are ready-made settings that  
create instant workflow. Choose  
the application. Pick the size. 
Specify surface materials and add 
optional power. Let the flow begin. 



Bivi Board Rack

 Snowboards. Longboards. Vintage  
skateboards. Now they have a home at the 
office. Bivi Board Rack keeps your wheels 

close at hand.

Dual Height Bivi

Sitting. Standing. Roaming. Dual Height 
Bivi gives your team workflow options. 
And as the team changes, Bivi can too. 

Effortlessly. With Bivi, it’s always up to you. 
Or down.

The Bivi
Collection

Bivi Bike Hook

Park your ride. Bivi Bike Hook mounts on 
the wall or attaches to Bivi Table so bikes 

stay up and away from office traffic.

Bivi Accessory Power

Simple. Discreet. Convenient. Available 
with power and USB outlets, Bivi Accessory 

Power sits on your desk top. Available 
in a variety of colors to offer a palette of 

expression.

Bivi Desking System 

Built on one ingenious frame, the Bivi Desking 
System accommodates every work style: solo, 

collaborative, sitting, standing, and height- 
adjustable. Easy to specify, easy to build, and 

easy to accessorize, Bivi desking can be  
powered up in minutes for teams that can’t  

wait to get at it.

Bivi Table for One

Solid, modern, and modular, Bivi Table 
For One can be effortlessly deployed for 
solo work. Or, quickly adapt for teams by 
adding a second top or connecting them 
together. Personalize with accessories, 

from screens and shelves to racks, trays, 
and powerways. 

Bivi Table for Two

Requirements change. Bivi expands and 
contracts as they do. Build from two by 

adding more workstations and heights, all 
with one easy-to-use tool. Then build on 
what you’ve built with accessories. Desks 

aren’t just desks anymore.

Bivi Trunk

Store in style. Bivi Trunk is the perfect 
home for project materials or personal 

items. With nearly six square feet of 
added surface space, Trunk can stand 
gracefully alone or extend a Bivi Table. 

Bivi Rumble Seat

 How can a lounge and a desk come  
together? With Bivi Rumble Seat.  

Get comfortable. Spark the conversation.

Bivi Screens 

Create a sense of personal space with Bivi 
Screens. The handy magnetic and tackable 
boards can be used for photos, inspiring 
quotes, and whatever else makes your 

space your own.

Bivi Team Bundles

One spec. Done. The Bivi Team Table and 
Bivi Team Theatre are ready-made  

settings that create instant workflow. 
Choose the application. Pick the size. 

Specify surface materials and add optional 
power. Let the flow begin.

Bivi Depot

Store your stuff. Bivi Depot supports  
up to 200 pounds. Choose from two- or 

three-high versions, with adjustable glides 
for uneven floors.



Bivi Statement of Line
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